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the suin rule, was proven .. 
associated ~Nith the affine 
1"his paper is based on the talk given at the 
and Related 
We revievv the recent 
models and related 
Ina trices in combinatorics 
cal mechanics [6, 7, 
and that of the affi."'"le Heeke 
spin chain at the 
0(1) 
of the 
number of x n 
ber of 
Di Francesco and 
loop 
chain and the six-vertex rnodel in statisti-
[9, 
oftheXXZ 
coni<~cttmcos \Vere generalized to the 
is that the l -sum of the ground state wavefundion 
L = 2n is equal to the tot21l 
state v.;avefunction 
co the total num-
proved the above :r"nentioned sum rule by introduc-
inhornogeneity and integrability of the six~vertex model [2]. 
the key is the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (q-KZ) 
the eigenvector of the transfer matrix of l:he ir!h.on10geneous 0(1) loop model with pe-
the equation at the Razumov-Stroganov 
i.e. q = H was found that the sum of the entries of the solution is written in terms 
of the """''''"'""n function of the six-vertex model with domain wall boundary conditions. In the 
homogeneous limit such that all the 
total. number of ASMs. 
parameters tend to 1, the sum is reduced to i:he 
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The solution of the 
the affine "femperley-Lieb algebra This correspondence was also studied for the loop 
model with conditions in The special solutions of q~KZ 
v,ras constructed in 
of A [3]. This 111.od.el is a new 
the affine Heeke 
model: de-
the affit1.e Heeke and with cylindric 
conditions instead of conditions. The affine Heeke is characterized 
an extra which we ca.ll ucylindric relations. 
as follO'\IITS. In Seci:ion 2, we review basic facts about 
r!,atrices (ASMs) and the six-verbo:x modeL These two make contact the 
The fully packed ate also introduced. In Section 3, we move 
for the 0(1) loop modeL The Ternperley-Lieb ~"'"'"''-''·" 
are introduced. The relation to the XXZ 
stated. In Section 4, we revie1v the \Vork by Di Francesco and We focus on 
the of the sum mle of the RS In Section 5, vve discuss the Ak-l 
1nodel on a are in Section 6. 
review how thE! of the six-vertex model appears in the context of alter~ 
:matrices in combinatorics. ~For this purpose, let us recall some known fads 
about ASMs and six-vertex models. This section is based on [4, 7, and [16]. 
Alten1aH;tg Matrix .l\.n n:<n matrix is an nxn square matrix which satisfies 
the three conditions: 1) all entries are 0, 1 or ~ 1, 2) the sum of entries in each row and 
in each column is one and 3) non-zero enl:ries alternate in in each column and row. ASMs 
first 
interesting stories about AS:rv1s and references Robbins and Rumsey 
(proved 
The n:1ain id.ea of the 
to or less th.an n. 
that the total number of n x n ASMs A 11 is given by 
n-l 
A, = n .:_:: __ _:c_ 1, 2. 7,42,429,' ' .. 
;~o 
The 
partitions with largest 
these total numbers are equal to the total number of the totally 
partitions (TSSCPPs) in a 2n x 2n x 2n box. 
There are some classes of AS:Ms with a symmetry . .A.n example is a half-turn symmetric 
sign matrix (HTSASM). A HTSASM is invariant under the rotation by 1r. The total 
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number of 2n >< 2n HTSASMs is 
Six-vertex mode! and Fully P~cked Loops Let us consider a square lattice of 
are four at a vertex in the lattice. Arrows are on the edges. 
at a vertex, we consider 6 
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n. There 
there are 16 
the 
condition that the numbers of and outgoing arrows are equal. Let us introduce the 
arot1nd a vertex \AJith a parameter x (see Figure 
Figure 1: The of the six-vertex ·model 
The of a configuration on the lattice is the product of at verti.ces. The par-
tit-ion function is the sum of the 2n 
run along the vertical and horizonotal 
respectively. arrow 1vith 2n vertical arrows and 
intYwni,•rrhorizontal arrows ls called the domain wall boundary conditions (DWBC) the 
Korepin and shm,ved that the function with DWBC 
i.s written as a determinant of the form [7] and references 
Vl)(a,,~-
' J . ~ j 
x det 
The R-matrix associated 
with six-vertex model is the one for The '""''"'"·rtv that the R-matrix satisfies the Yang-
Baxter equation a central role to evaluate the function. 
We consider the lattice on the square lattice of the six-vertex model. Vertices are 
classified into even and odd ones, We replace an arrow configuration on a vertex with a 
bold/ dotted line (see Figure 2). We call a bold line configuration on the lattice 
loops (FPL). A FPL configuration is characterized by a link (see section 3.1). 
Kuperberg's observation Kuperberg [15] showed an alternative of the ASM theorem 
the use of the of the six-vertex model with DWBC. We put 0, 1 or ~1 on a vertex 
with an arrow configuration as in Figure l. Tb.is is a bijection between a configuration of the 
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2: Six-vertex and FPL 
( 0 0 \ _it 
1. I 
' ~m~ 
-] 0 I __, _,f.--t_,~-.. , I I 0 0 1 0 ~-1 -1-~--++ 
l 0 0 0 ! ~,_+-·+-+++· / I T , t 
six-vertex model vvith (D\AiBC) and an matrix. The total. number of ASMs is 
to Z;;:: to overall constant) with a c" 
) Loon rviodel 
. $C 
on a lattice with Nr sites. \Ale define the 
111_odel as, 
is a 
The variable t plays a mle of the tcn·Y"'"""" 
the zero the umdel is in the dense 
Below, we consider the The 
state of the model is labelled by ;;, link pattern and the Temperley-Lieb 
(Section 3.2) roles. 
from the definitions of a link pattern and the Te1nperley-Lieb algebra, we '-u•uc""·"'' 
loop model (sometimes called the TL stochastic process). 
summarize the co:n]E:ctlt1n;;s for the model with periodic bound-
ary conditions. This section is based on [12, 17, 18], 
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3.1 Link patterns 
A link 
is connected to another one via a arch 
plane, where each 
The number of lir1k .,,:;He••'"" 
is the Catalan Since we do not consider the direction of an arch here, 
there exists one connected to a point at 
in llle L = 3 case indicate the connection to a at 
L=3 
L=4 
L=6 5: FPL <Ln.d link 
i:ern 
4: Link 
FPL and link paUem: Recall that the total number of arrovv 
model with DWBC on a square lattke of size n x n is that o.f FPLs i1n FPL con-
figuration consists of n lines 
Since these bold lines are 
lines i:n left picture of 5) which connect 2n external 
one can. obtain a from a FPL to a 
In other words, a FPL is characterized a hnk 5. There-
wvith the the total nti:mber of ASMs is 
vvritten as 
where is the total number of FPLs with the link :rr and the sum is taken over all the 
link patterns. 
Cylindric case: We may introduce the direction of a link A link is from 
a link i) with i < j. A. link pattern Jt is said to be a link with 
conditions (or a directed link if when n contains a link i> 'Nith i < j, there is no link 
l) with k < l such that k < i < l, k < j < or k < i < j < l. In other words, a link with 
i), i < j may contain a link 1), k < l, if k < l < i < j, i < k < l < j or i < j < k < l, and a link 
(!, k < l, if k < i < J < l or i < k < l < j. In the parenthesis notation, withi<j 
is denoted by For example, 
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Alink 
In this case, we denote a link 
a directed link 
with i < j is said to be undirected 
where (i, j) is identified with t>. 
case of 
and 
The first two links are the same as the L '"' 4 case in 4. 
le1,, .. , eL-l.} satisfies the relations: 
+ 
li- Jl > 2, 
where q is an indetenninant 
1 2 W1 
I I' e; = j ~u. 
I ! 
link satisfies that L/2 
another one. VVe denote by 
for I :s; i :s; L ~ l, 
(6b) 
H Js easy to show the relations 
gives the T due to the 
The Temperley-Lieb 
Recall an undirected 
links and any link does not cmss 
i and I A link with (i, i + 1) is 
invariant under the action of e;. Afh~r the action of e; on a link 
we obtain a link with (i~ i + 1) ~1nd 
u:re 6. After the action of eL on a link pattern with we obtain a link with 
L)and The relations become cyclic with the identification eL+l = e1., 
Example: An example of the action of e3• 
acts on a link pattern from bottom in the Lh.s. The obtained link pattern in the r.h.s. 
equivalent to the Lh.s. 
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In this and the next we restrict ourselves to the case where L is even and T = 1. We 
consider the Hamiltonian of the loop model, called the 'femperley-Lieb Hamiltonian: 
where Hn acts on the space of undirected link of L We want to h<ow the 
non-trivial state 
The eigenvector ¢'o is 
Example: L = 4. The space of undirected link 
The Hamiltonian is Hn = 
is 








where the sum is taken over all the link 
is t-wo link and 
- e1). The action of l-In on the two link 
-2 
2 
I ~ -2 ., I ~? , in this basis. \ -... 2 f 








up to L = 10. 
and the sum of its entries 
are in the middle and the rightmost column, respectively, When an integer i appears 
in the entries of ¢0, we denote it by i;. The entries are written in the dominant order. 
times 
3.4 Razumov-Sb:oganov conjectures 
There are sorne remarkable in Table 1, known as Razurnov~Stroganov conjectures. 
All the entries of the eigenvector are positive integers when we normalized the smallest one 
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as First, a sequence of in the rightmost column is the sa_me integer sequence 
appeared in Eqn.(l), i.e. the sum of the entries of the ground state of the 0(1) loop model with 
veJuU''-"L boundary conditions and length L = 2n is by the total number of n x n ASMs. 
each entry of the eigenvector has combinatorial meaning. An C/Jo,rr is the total 
number of FPLs characterized the link pattern n. Therefore, the first (the sum 
rule) is a consequence of the second (the rule for entries). The rule for entries is the 
.most form of the conjectures. Note that the Razumov-Stroganov 
conjecture gives the relation of the loop model. 
3.5 The XXZ model 
Originally, Razumov and proposed related to the XXZ spin chain model 
at an parameter A = -l/2 with periodic conditions we present 
the relation bei:v\reen the XXZ chain model and the 0(1) 




where if is the Pauli and the terms depend on 
the choice of boundary conditions, At A == -1/2, is the leading term of the Hamiltonian 
of the model 
+ term), 
1 i">/3, -, 1, 
where e1 = + - ~W~- o-;+1) + ;:;!· The the 
~ L 
defining relations of the algebra at T = 1. In particular, the boundary l:erm 
of the Hamiltonian is written as cr-1eL-W with the operator cr for both periodic 
and cylindric conditions 
t£!, 1 •• , where t; = e; + q. The cyclic for cylindric boundary conditions is given in 
Section 5.2 (see also [3, If we have no boundary term in the Hamiltonian (12), the boundary 
term in (11) is if' ( ~ -· crD. This Hamiltonian is nothing but the invariant Hamiltonian 
with open boundaries [19]. 
Directed links (I, j) and (f, i} with i < j are written in terms of 
+ (-q)-11 
llJ.)u + ! t>u, for I), 
'- . uasw as 
(13) 
(14) 
In the undirected case, every link is expressed as Eqn.(13). A link pattern is expressed in terms 
of basis as a tensor product of links (13) and (14). 
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From these observations, observed in Section 3.3 are also eigenvectors 
This means that "We focus on the su.!Js.patce in the XXZ spin chain where the total is zero 
vvith Leven (resp. odd_)o 
Di Francesco and Zinn.~Justin prov;c·d the sum rule for the inhornogenem.J.s model 
of the of the the six-vertex rnodel) [2]. The 
the space 
KZ point is '"Htitten in tern1s 
the six~vertex model vvith DWBC. Together with l:h<~ 
is the eigenvector of the 
equation is considered on 
the function of 
observation, the sum in the 
to the total number of A.SMs. This method is also to th.e 
and the total number of HTSASMs is 
case is the k = 2 ca&e in the section 5. 
The rnodel is de-
fined a semi--infinite cylinder of 
square lattice with the 
z1, 1 ::::; i ::;; N,. nm the vertical strips. We 
attach two kinds of unit Wand 
in the 
by the R-matrix as 
of 
and t is the horizontal 
We define a state iT of the inhomogeneous 0(1) 
7: rnodel 
model. INe mean a site a terminal 
end of a curved line at the height zero. Since curved lines on a are non-intersecting, 
a site is cormected to another one a curved line. Therefore, all the N sites 
and curved lines form a link The space of states for l:he model is the set of 
undirected link We denote a state 7r, or 
16() KEIICHI SHIGECHI 
The row-to-row transfer matrix of the model is given 
space. The transfer matrix naturally acts on 
states. We want to the distribution '!'(z!.... = I:rr if' "l.rr> such that 
The choice of 1:he is based on the R-rnat:dx for the six-vertex model 
To see this vve rotate the plaquette by lf/4 and set two 
1 = 
Note that the the 
1 and e;'s form the Tentpedey-Lieb relations Let us denote 
operator the rotation of the The 
is vv:d tten as 
acts on the space of the states of inhomo~ 
,.,_,.,""'"'''V is notl1ing but the one for the siK-vertex model under 
the as in Section 3.5. 
one can show that 
where T; acts on a polynomial as 
4.3 
Instead of the eigenvector ""n"'"'" set of difference equations 
which is called the quantum Knizhnik-Zarnolodchikov 
= Ti':P(z), for 1 ::; i ~ N- 1 (22a) 
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where and two parameters s and q take value. Vve want to find 
the minimal degree solution of the q-KZ 
between s and q. To obtain the eigenvector 
s = 1, where the solution of the 
Let us see this works 
commute with each 
on the space of link patterns and the relation 
of the tranBfer we restrict ourselves to 
coincides with the eigenvector. 
l"Jote that the simultaneous 
eigenvector of of the transfer matrix. On the other we denote by 
S; : Z; --l SZ; the shift Frorr~L 
. The solution of the qKZ is the simultaneous eigenvector 
1, we have Y1 = Therefore, the solution of the 
Entries of the are rewritten as 
vv-here the sum is taken over the set * ;rr;, 
"":n:, then the ~~Pn is factorized into 
state :n:o is a state such that 
satisfying the above condition, we define the 
state 
The state rro is characterized 
nccM·nc•>" with the rninimal. degree 
for s = 1. 
if there is no 7f' su.ch that 
9: 
is vv-ritten as 
(24) 
Since a link on the highest state, the other entries are deter-
One can obtain that the relations = q6 
<t4 The sum rule 
In this subsection, we restrict ourselves to the Le. q = - exp(ni/3) to 
obtain the sum rule for the 0(1) modeL 
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·we denote the sum The eigen-coveter v 
::::vforl$i$Nis 1, ... , 1) on the space of link patterns. There-
There are three properties of 
Wisa 
VVis a 
(P3) W satisfies the recurrence relation 
One can show the properties as follows. The 
Since the q-KZ equations presel~ve the total degree o.f a 
is satisfied. The action of ·r; on is 
where we have used tha.t is the solution of the This ensures that f'V(:e:) is a 
The prop<:'rty (P,3) is based on the recurrence relation for entries. Let 
1r1 and :1r2 be link patterns as in is a link with a litlle arch (i, + 1) and 1T2 is 
the Hnk obtained from. n1 th.e arch (i~ i + Therefore, rr2 is a link pattern 
with N ~ 2 points. The entry satisfies the recurrence relation 
the total degree and identities: 
W(z) 
where ~Ne here nonnalized the IK deterrnina:nt and syn i.s the Schur function with 
the 
In t}te tend to unity, vve have 
"'1,2, 7,42,429,.; .. 
The sequence is the total number of ASMs 
5 ge:neralized nwdel Oil a cylinder 
loop model with periodic boundary conditions. In this In Section "1 we have discussed the 
""'u'u''• we consider the Ak-1 ''"u'"'·"'"'uu'l! of the models with boundary 
conditions (see for k = 
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5.1 Affine Heck algebra of A 
In what follows, we restrict ourselves to t.he case vvhere N = nk and n ;;;;; l,k <:: 2 are positive 
The Heeke is generated {e; : l :5 i 5 N ~ 1} which the 
relations 
ii- Jl > 1, 
where + Vve introduce the 
a:n.d the relations 
we consider additional conditions; 
,., Whert N "" k, we have 
lS non~zero . 
., For N = nk with n ;:: 2 
""0, 
where is the product of the 
we call these 
Heeke satisfying 
The Baxterization gives us th.e 
for 1 s i ~ N. Note that the withR = 
We the vector representation of the affine Heeke Hk() N r, or the tensor 
164 
Let us consider a -cc>;nr•~""'n1·" 
introduce hvo linear r"''"""""""" 
KEIICHl SHIGECHI 
wherex 
k I q'ign[b--a]Eaa®Ebb, 
o,b=l 
where Eab is a X k matrix whose elements are (Eab)tj "' Let v "' 
A of fhe Heck.e 
where 1 :s; ::; N - 1 and li is a k .x k 





vvhere !1 c~ 
relations are satisfied. 
be base in 
In the case of k = 2, the Temperley-Lieb acts on the space of Hr~k patterns 
For the case of a. kl the affine Heeke acts on the set of states labellr:!d 
An unrestricted 
=j,lSi~ = n for 1 
satisfies = }, 1 ::; i :s; = j + 1, 1 :S :; l} for ali 1 :;:; j s k and 1 
is said to be a restricted path. The set of states labelled restricted 
is considered in (resp. vVe consider unrestricted paths. Let In) be a state labelled by a 
A state is a natural of a with conditions. 
We consider the representation on the left ideal tli.J}Yq-sym· Such. a path correspoin~iing to 
1~1-sym is rfl = lrpk+q = q for 0 ::::; p s n- land 1 :::; q s k. A path is identified with a line graph. 
All the other states can be obtained as a rhombus over the shown in Fig. 10 
[3] for the construction of states). 10 is an example fork"' 3 and N"" 12. The bold line 
graph at the bottom indicates the n11 and the line graph of edges is a path. 
We want to construct the space of states labelled by unrestricted paths "'"""'rmno- the prop-
erties; 
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10: A rhombus 
If 1r satisfies r.1 > n1.,. 1, the state is invariant under the action of e1, i.e. 
If rr: satisfies :rr:1 < l!'f+ 1, the action of e1 is 1f the coefficient 
C,n,Jf' =t O,n' is obtained a unit rhom.bus or a below Jr. 
If 1r satis.fies :rr,i = JTt+1, the actio:n of ei is given l:n" C;·"·"' In'). If the coefficient 
below Jr. 
(P2) and {P3), let us consider the case where e1Jn) forj:Fi±L 
rr' >vith non-zero it satisfies 
we obtain a state labelled a 
h.,,~.,,·,-,,o.n h-vo edges rc; and lrJ+J, the rhombus indicates 
''~'"'""''Qn''"''" to a word fL in the left ideal. 
Before the rule to integers on a rhombus v'le see two examples below. 
Example !: The case of k = 3, L "" 6 a cylinder). A state is depicted and wdti:en as 
1) = 
~xarnple 2: The case of k = 3, L = 3 (on a 
We have six states: 
words 
paths 
where e;ei - 1. One can easily show that these six states the above properties 
(P1)-(P4). The associated matrix representation is 
nonnalization). 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
r-J 0 T 0 1 0 
e! 0 1 0 T 0 0 , e2 = 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 () r 2 -1 T 
as follows to a suitable 
0 0 0 0 0 o· 
r2 -l T 0 l 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 1 0 T 0 
1 0 0 r 2 - 1 0 T 
HIS KEUCHI SHIGECH! 
f T 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 l 0 ~ l T 0 l T2 - i 0 0 0 I 0 0 
e3 =1 ~ 0 T -? ·- l I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f cr= 0 0 0 0 ~ J I o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 \ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·. 0 l 0 0 0 
We summarize the bask ideas to construct a state of the Ak-l generalized modeL We pro-
pose a novel to deal with the and 
q·~syrnmetrizers. A rhornbus represents a 
bus has a integer indicating the 
R;+l (v)R;(u)R;+J (u- v) = 1t(u --
t'tAm different ways of of a hexagon 
ular + 
On its face, a rhom-
The Yang-Baxter 
between 
12: The q-symmetdzer Y3 
Fig. 12. The 
is expressed as n regular + connected to each 
ed~~ of the + 1 )-gons, we define the path r.n (see 
Since we consider the left idealii%)(T)Yq-sym' the othel' states are obtained by piling rhombi 
over the + All we have to do is to determine an on rhombi. Suppose that 
we have a rhombus cm·responding to a state. We divide the rhombus into pieces 
of rhombus blocks. i\. rhombus block is a where upper are cmwex. Integers on 
rhombus blocks are determined frmrt top to bottom to satisfy the properties (PlhP4). A crucial 
observation is that the of a rhombus block is sirnilar to that of a n-'""""""""'"'"1 
Now we consider the of the cylindric relations by rneans of the rhombus tiling 
with integers. Rewrite the relation as 
(39) 
for the case N = k. Here, .And 
Yq-sym- r tr 
\ i=l 
(40) 
for the case N = nk with n ;;:: 2 where, 
the cylinder is r in the k "' 2 case. 
"" .Uk-Jlk-1· Recall that the weight of a surrounding 
(39) and mean that the weight of a "band" 
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is in terrns of of the second kind (see 
Example: k = 4, 11 ;::: 2. VVe have the representation of thE~ relation. 
where An-l--1 .n "T'h t. - . .,..,o&"t., ·Q-,..... {-...·c-:"n"~ 1>,.. -....T, '] , ]'1 "lor··t··11c"].·-re u 4 p 4 a3• ' ·e OC agol!S Hl~ Ute q~,)dTIITte,d, .. er.., "3· l'.O~e L1ilt fLt 1.1 HLJl- «\ . 
We choose one of the expressions of the q~S)tTJ:unetrizer such that 
shaTe the same l"hom.bus with the integE~r one. The rhombus for the "''"''''"'!·nr 
is divided. into two since the the dotted line. 
We want the eigenvector of the transfer rnatrix of the Ak-l generalized model to obtain the 
of the chain. We consider the 
'f'(z1, •• , the quantum Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov 
of difference equations for 
s =lin ·-~-r" ,-, 
for 1 :::; ::, N where 'P(z) "" We have the solution of 
the when q is the t.e, q = +· 
Hereafter~ q is on the R-S point. As in Section 4, the solution is determined 
fhe highest state and of the minimal degree solution. The highest si:ate rro is 
The other entries are detennined one one 
and take a 
the recurrence relation for the solution of the q-KZ 
sum W(z) = v, li1(z) the recurrence relation 
the existence of 
we obtain that th.e 
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where?/== •.. , Zm+k-!l and C is some constant depending on q and N. The sum 
is written in terms of Schur functions as 
k-l 1 f sr;;_Jz). 
1=0 
Here, the with 
n- 1, . .. ,n- l,n- 2, ... ,n- 2, ... , 
·~.~-..._,_,..,,,,, ..... """ ... ,.~"' 
k k k 
Remark 1: We consider the q-KZ (41) and s ~"" 1. 1Ne 
want to find the eigenvector of the tnmsfer mab:ix of the 
The A~c-1 
we may focus on the solution of the q-KZ 
to the s == 
at the 
the basis from the states of !:he Ak- 1 generalized model to the 
this solution is as a solution of the q·KZ of the Ievell + k- k on 
the 
R!i:!m.ar:k. 2: When we take limit tend to we have 
lim 
Z--?1 
ex 2, 10, 140, .... 
The sum is to the total number of HTSASMs (see The obtained sum rule contains 
the n::sult in 
related to the 
many open pmblems. The meaning of the sum rule is dear for the n1odeis in the view 
points of statistical. t.he sum is to the function of the six~vertex model 
with dmnain wall conditions, The case for the A~c-1 
is still not dear, We believe that the total numbE:r of a combinatorial object or the partition 
function of a vertex model with some conditions are related to the sum rule for 
the At;-J model. Another open is the rule for the entries. We need more 
detailed of the solution of the q~KZ equation on the space of link The above 
mentioned problems are related to the affine TL/Hecke algebras of type A, We have models 
with other boundary conditions [22]. H is to these models for a consistent 
of the 0(1) loop models. 
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